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ABSTRACT:This paper presents the extension of a conventional Optimal Power Flow (OPF) model to include the
ramp rate limits of generators. The computational implementation of this model is carried out on the platform provided
by the Matlab® optimization toolbox. The solution of the extended model allows verifying if the electric demand
curve, for a given period of time, can be supplied at the minimum generation cost without violating the ramp rate limits
and ratings of generators, as well as the electric network constraints. At the same time, the solution also reveals the
nodal voltage profile of the whole electric network for the given electric demand curve. TheIEEE 3-machine 9-bus test
system is considered to show numerical results.
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I.INTRODUCTION
The conventional Optimal Power Flow (OPF) analysis is a very important tool to deal with economic and security
aspects of electric power systems. The concept of optimal power flow, introduced by Dommel and Tinney in the early
1960's [1], has received great attention since its early application to power systems analysis [2, 3]. OPF is a nonlinear
optimization problem [4], whose solution has been carried out by using a large variety of optimization techniques [2],
[3], [5]. From the power system operation and control viewpoints, an OPF solution gives an answer to adjust available
controls in order to meet the energy demand in the most economically manner while keeping within bounds all the
constraints imposed on the system. OPF studies are being used more and more by engineers, but further applications
ranging from planning, operation and control of power systems are of great interest and must be investigated [6].
The conventional OPF model has already been extended to analyze a wide range of problems associated with the
operation of electric power systems. By way of example, the OPF model has been extended to; identify and analyze
saddle-node and limit-induced bifurcations [7], investigate the effects of reactive power limit modeling on Maximum
System Loading and Active and Reactive Power Markets [8], consider transient and voltage stability constraints
[9, 10, 11] and analyze the steadystate operation of power systems with Flexible AC Transmission Systems under static
security constraints [12]. Recently, the economic dispatch has received great attention to implement the tertiary control
of microgrids, which is devoted to the energy management in these systems [13].
This paper presents the extension of the conventional OPF model to consider the ramp rate limits of the generators. For
this purpose, the conventional model reported in [14] is adopted. Physically, the ramp rate limits represent the rate at
which the output power level of given plant can be modified to satisfy the power balance [15]. The conventional OPF
model ignores these constraints. In this way, the steady state operating point provided by the solution of this
conventional model assumes that the output power level of any generator can be changed in the available period of time
to satisfy a new power demand level. Note, however, that under that assumption, the ramp rate limits of generators
could be violated. This condition would be more important if the power produced by renewable energy plants is
integrated to the system.
The paper is organized as follows. The Section II provides a description of related work. The Section III of the paper
shows, in general way, the mathematical extension of the conventional OPF to consider the ramp rate limit constraints.
The power system components modeling and the explicit OPF formulation are presented in Section IV. The solution
and the computational implementation of the extended OPF model are discussed in Section V. The prowess of the
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proposed implementation is illustrated by means of considering a numerical example in Section VI. The work
conclusions are given in Section VII.
II.RELATED WORK
The efficient and optimum economic operation and planning of electric power systems have always occupied an
important position in the electric power industry [16, 17]. The first efforts to optimize the power system operation were
focused on determining the optimal generation dispatch, which encouraged the formulation and solution of the classic
economic dispatch problem. The classic economic dispatch, however, is formulated as a static problem that does not
"look ahead" over the future time horizon, using the predicted load trends to determine the economic allocation of
generation to the load [18]. Therefore, if the power is dispatched according to the solution provided by the classic
economic dispatch approach, the supply of electric power to the load may be at risk due to the ramp rate capacity of the
dispatchable generators.In order to circumvent this problem, the dynamic economic dispatch problem extends the
classic economic dispatch model for considering the ramp rate capacity of generators.Although the dynamic economic
dispatch has been a widely studied concept [18], the topic has recently received much attention due to the development
of innovative optimization techniques, the creation of competitive power markets, the integration of renewable energy
resources, environmental constraints, etc.
The heuristic optimization algorithms, as differential evolution [19] and hybrid heuristic optimization [20], have been
applied to solve the optimization model related to the dynamic economic dispatch problem. Also, in order to take into
account the integration of renewable energy sources, the particle swarm optimization method [21] and the sequence
operation theory combined with genetic algorithms [22] have been considered to solve the optimization model.Bearing
in mind the operation of electric power systems within an environment of electric power markets, the dynamic
economic dispatch model has been reformulated and solved in [23]. The benders decomposition method has also been
considered to solve the optimization problem within the aforementioned modern power system operation context [24].
Environmental considerations were taken into account in [25], where the dynamic economic dispatch problem is solved
via the particle swarm optimization method. It must be pointed out that the dynamic economic dispatch has also been
enlarged to approximate the optimal energy management of microgrids [26].
The classic economic dispatch approach is close related to the OPF approach in the sense that the both optimization
procedures determine the optimal power dispatch that satisfies the power demand to the lowest objective function
value. Unlike the classic economic dispatch approach, however, the OPF approach can deal with transmission losses,
network constraints and static security constraints, and even dynamic security constraints [27], in a very flexible way.
In this sense, it is has been of interest to extend the OPF model to include the ramp rate limit of generators. The
solution of this enlarged OPF model has been solved by using the evolutionary programming [28, 29], as well as hybrid
particle swarm optimization and simulated annealing methods [30]. The imperialistic competitive algorithm was
applied to solve a OPF model with ramp rate limits constraints and FACTS controllers embedded [31]. Similar to de
dynamic economic dispatch model, the OPF model has been also enlarged to take into account ramp rate limits of
generators along with environmental considerations [32], but solving the resulting problem by means of a fuzzy linear
programming approach. It should be noted that the use of commercial solver packages, as AMPL, has been considered
to solve the OPF model with ramp rate constraints, as reported in [33].
This work extends the conventional OPF model to consider the ramp rate limit of generators. The extended OPF is
formulated as a nonlinear convex optimization problem in polar coordinates. The extension of the conventional OPF is
given in the paper in detail. The resulting model can be viewed as a semi-infinite optimization problem. However, the
discretization of the constraints along the time axis can also be applied to simplify the solution of the model, as
described in Section V. In this way, the dynamic OPF model can be directly solved by using the “fmincon” function of
the Matlab optimization toolbox [34], which simplifies the computational implementation and solution of the
optimization problem.
III.GENERAL EXTENDED OPF MODEL
The ramp rate limit R constrains the rate at which the output power level of given generator can be modified from one
time step tz-1to another step tz, where △t=tz-tz-1. Thus, in order to satisfy a forecasted demand curve for the time interval
T=[t0, t1,…,tend], the ramp rate limit of each generator should be satisfied for that whole time interval T. It must be
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pointed out that for the purpose of simplifying the mathematical problem; the load demand curve and T were
discretized at time steps tz (z=0,1,…end) (see Section IV). Accordingly, in order to supply the power demand at step tz
with the minimum total generation cost, a corresponding optimal operating point that satisfy the physical and operating
limits of the system, as well as the ramp rate limit R constraints of the generators, at that time step must be computed.
Note, however, that the generator output power levels at consecutive time steps are related by the corresponding ramp
rate limit constraint. Therefore, the set of optimal operating points that satisfy the power demand for the whole set of
time steps, must be computed in a unified way. According with the aforementioned discussion, the set of optimal
operating points is obtained from the solution of the following extended OPF model,
tend

Minimize

FT   f tz ( y tz )

(1)

tz 1

Subject to

htz ( ytz )  0
tz

z  0,1,..., tend
tz

g (y ) 0
tz

y y  y

(2)

z  0,1,..., tend (3)
z  0,1,..., tend (4)

R  P tz ,tz 1  R z  1, 2,..., tend (5)

where tend is the last time step of the time interval T of interest. Bearing in mind that the script tz represents the z-esim
time step, the description of theremaining terms of (1)-(5) for each time step tz is as follows. FT is the objective function
to be minimized, which is given as the sum of the total generation cost f(y) at each time step. h(y) is a set of equality
constraints representing the nodal active and reactive power balance equations. g(y) is a set of functional inequality
constraints representing operating limits that depend on the system variables. y is the set of variables to be solved and it
is composed by the sets of nodal voltages magnitude V and angles θ, as well as the output power of generators P. The
lower and upper limits of these variables are y and y , respectively. R and R are the down and up ramp rate limits of
generators, thus P represents the increments of P between two successive time steps tz and tz-1.
IV.EXPLICIT FORMULATION
In this section the explicit model of the power system components are firstly given. The power system components
considered in this work are generators, loads, shunt compensation elements, transmission lines and transformers. Then,
these explicit models are used to assemble the explicit extended OPF model in polar coordinates.
A.
Power system Modelling
1)
Generators
The generator is modeled as a controllable source of complex power, which at time step tz provides the complex output
tz
power given by (6). Where Pgit z and Q gi
are the active and reactive output power of the i-esim generator at time step tz.
The corresponding lower and upper limits are Qgi , Pgi and Pgi , Qgi , respectively. If thermal units are considered, the
active power production cost of the i-esim generator is given by (7).
tz
tz
(6)
S gi
 Pgit z  jQgi
C t z ( Pgit z )  ai  bi ( Pgitz )  ci ( Pgitz ) 2

(7)

where ai, bi and ci are the cost curve coefficients. The upper and lower limits of the voltage magnitude V t z of the iesim generation bus are Vgi and V gi , respectively. Please, note the aforementioned upper and lower limits are not
considered time dependent.An additional characteristic of the generator is its ramp rate limit R (in MW/hr). This limit
represents the change in the output power level that can be achieved for a generator in a period of time △t. This will be
formulated as inequality constraint in Section III.B.
2)
Loads
For the time step tz, the power demand is considered as constant complex power consumption, stated by (8). Where
Plit z and Qlit z are the active and reactive power at the i-esim load bus. The upper and lower bounds of the voltage

magnitude V t z for the load substation are Vlitz and Vlit z , respectively. These limits are not considered time dependent.
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Slitz  Plit z  jQlit z

(8)

3)
Shunt Compensation Element
Shunt compensation elements are described by means of a magnitude voltage dependent complex power for each time
tz
tz
step tz, as given by (9). The terms P inj
and jQ inj
are the active and reactive power injections provided by the
i
i

i-esim shunt admittance connected at the bus i, which are explicitly described by (10) and (11), respectively.
tz
inj t z
tz
(9)
S sh
 jQ inj
i
i  Pi
tz
P inj
 (Vitz ) 2 Gi (10)
i
tz
Q inj
(Vit z )i2 Bi (11)
i

t
where Vi z is the voltage magnitude at the compensation node with upper and lower limits Vshi and V shi , respectively.

The compensation admittance is Y=G+jB, where G and B are the shunt conductance and susceptance. The values of
Vshi , V shi , G and B are considered time independent.
4)
Transmission Lines
t
t
The transmission lines are represented by the π equivalent circuit of Fig. 1, where I jz and E jz are the injected current
and voltage phasors at node i (i=k,m) and time step tz. R, L and Bc are the series resistance, series inductance and the
shunt susceptance. The current-voltage relation of the equivalent circuit is given by (12)-(15).

 I ktz   Ykk Ykm   Ektz 
 I tz   Ymk Ymm   E tz  (12)
 m
 m
Bc
Ykk  Ymm  ( ykm  j )  Gkk  jBkk (13)
2
Ykm  Ymk   ykm  Gkm  jBkm
(14)
R
L
; Bkm   2
(15)
2
R  ( L)
R  ( L)2
At time step tz, the power injected at node i through the transmission element connected between nodes i and j , where
i=k;m, j=k,m, i≠j, is mathematically described as follows,
Gkm 

2

*

Sitz  Pitz  jQitz  Eitz  I itz   Eitz (Yii Eitz  Yij E tjz )*

(16)

The Euler’s identity is applied to write (16) in its real and imaginary parts,
Pi inj t z  (Vi t z )2 Gii  Vi tz V jtz Gij Cos( itz   jtz )  Bij Sin(itz   jtz )  (17)
Qiinj tz  (Vi tz )2 Bii  Vi tz V jtz Gij Sin(itz   jtz )  Bij Cos(itz   jtz ) (18)

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of the transmission line.

Please note that in the equations of the transmission line, only the voltages and currents are time dependent.
5)
Conventional Transformers
In order to simulate networks with transformers having changers at off nominal tap ratio position at either primary or
secondary side, the two winding transformer is modeled with complex taps on both primary and secondary windings.
The schematic equivalent circuit is shown in Fig 2.The primary winding is represented as an ideal transformer having
complex tap ratios Tv:1 and Ti:1 in series with the impedance Zp, where Tv=Ti*=Tvtv [14]. The superscript * denotes
the conjugate operation. Also, the secondary winding is represented as an ideal transformer having complex tap ratios
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Uv:1 and Ui:1 in series with the impedance Zs, where Uv=Ui*= Uvuv. The transfer admittance matrix relating the
primary voltage V pt z and current I tpz to the secondary voltage Vstz and current Vstz in the two-winding transformer is,
I tpz  GPP GPS  BPP BPS  V ptz 
I tz   G G   j B B  V tz  (19)
 s   SP SS   SP SS   s 

where
GPP 

F1(U v2  R1) F 2 R 2
F1R 2 F 2(U v2  R1)
F1(Tv2  R3) F 2 R 4
F1R 4 F 2(Tv2  R3)
;
BPP 
;
GSS 
;
BSS 
;
F12  F 22
F12  F 22
F12  F 22
F12  F 22
GPS TvUv F1cos(1 ) F 2sin(1 ) F12  F 22 ; BPS TvUv F 2cos(1 ) F1sin(1 ) F12  F 22 ;

GSP TvUv F1cos(2 ) F 2sin(2 ) F12  F 22 ; BSP TvUv F 2cos(2 ) F1sin(2 ) F12  F 22 ; F1Tv2 RS U v2 RP  R eq1 ;
F 2 Tv2 X S U v2 X P  X eq1 ; R eq1  ( RP RS  X P X S )G0 ( RP X S  RS X P ) B0 ; X eq1  ( RP RS  X P X S ) B0  ( RP X S  RS X P )G0
R1 RS G0  X S B0 ; R 2  RS B0  X S G0 ; R3 RP G0  X P B0 ; R 4  RP B0  X P G0 ; 1 tv uv ; 2 uv tv
At time step tz, the active and reactive power injections at node i through the transformer connecting nodes i and j,
where i=p,s, j=p,s, i≠j, are respectively computed by using (17) and (18), but using conductances and susceptances of
(19). It must be pointed out that in all the above mentioned equations of the conventional transformer, only the voltage
and current phasorsvariables are time dependent.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the two winding transformer

B.
OPF Explicit Model
The OPF explicit formulation is straightforwardly assembled by considering the aforementioned models of the power
system components, as given below.
6)
Objective Function
The objective is to minimize (1), which is the sum of the total generation cost f tz ( y tz ) at each time step tz. Hence,
f tz ( y tz ) can be explicitly formulated taking into account (7), as given by (20),where ai, bi and ci are the cost curve
coefficients for generator connected to bus i. Ng is the number of generators, whose individual output power level is Pgi.
Ng

t

t

f tz ( ytz ) ai bi (Pgzi ) ci ( Pgzi )2 (20)
i1

7)
Equality Constraints
The energy balance of the power system must be unconditionally satisfied at each time step tz. This is enforced by
means of (2), which is explicitly formulated in terms of the active and reactive power balance at each bus according to
the equality constraint set (21).
tz
 Pgitz  Plit z   Pinj

i  0,


i 1,2,..., N b
ji
tz
tz
h ( y )  t
, k 1,2,..., N |k N (21)
tz
tz
z
b
g
Qgk  Qlk  Qinj k  0
jk


tz
where Nb is the number of buses. The active and reactive output power levels, Pgit z and Q gk
, respectively, as indicated

by (5). The active Plit z and reactive Qlkt z power loads are the complex power consumption, as given by (7). ∑ji,k is the
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tz
tz
set of nodes adjacent to node j, whilst Pinj
j and Qinj j are active and reactive power flows injected at bus j through the

network elements, according to (10), (11), (17) and (18). The reactive power balance equality constraint can be only
stated for non-generation buses (kNg). However, the reactive power balance at generation buses is handled by means
of an inequality constraint [14], as stated in the following section.
8)
Inequality Constraints
The physical and operating limits of generators and substations are formulated by means of inequality constraints sets,
P  P tgiz  P gi  i 1,2,..., N
Y   gi
, j 1,2,..., Ng (22)
tz
V

V

V
b
j 

 j j





tz
g ( y )  Qgi Qgi
 Qgi , i 1,2,..., N g (23)

On the one hand, the limits of both active power generation P tgiz and voltage magnitude V jt z are inequality constraints
on variables, such that (22) is the explicit formulation of (4). The inequality constraints (23) represent the reactive
tz
power limits of the generator and it is the explicit formulation of (3). In (23) the term Q gi
is derived from (18) and
(21), and is given by (24).
Qgitz Qlitz (Vitz )2 Bii Vitz Vjtz Gij Sin(itz tjz )BijCos(itz  tjz ) (24)


ji

The relation (24) means that the reactive power balance at the i-esim generation bus is always satisfied when the
generator is inside its reactive power generation limits. When during the optimization process the generator hits either
its lower Qgi or upper Qgi limit, the inequality (23) is transformed by the algorithm into the equality constraints (25)
tz
tz
v
v
to set the reactive power generation level Q gi
at the violated limit Q gi
( Qgi
is defined by (24).
 Qgi , Qgi ). Q gi
tz
v
Qgi
Qgi
0 (25)

9)
Ramp Rate Limits Constraints
The mathematical formulation of the ramp rate limit of the generators is given by (24), which is the explicit formulation
of (5).
 Ri t  Pgitz1  Pgitz  tRi i 1,2,..., N g (26)
where Ri is the ramp rate limit of the i-esim generator. t is the time span between any two consecutive time steps tz-1
and tz. Pgitz1 and Pgitz are the output power levels of the i-esim generator at time steps tz-1 and tz, respectively.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND SOLUTION OF THE EXTENDED OPF MODEL
From its origin, the model required to include the ramp rate constraints of the generators is a semi-infinite programing
problem. This means the optimization model has a finite number of variables, but infinite number of constraints. This is
because of the amount of variables is defined by the amount nodes and generators composing the power system. Note,
however, that in order to obtain a continuous solution along the time axis, the length of time step △t must tend to zero.
In this way, the resulting number of constraints is infinite. Unfortunately, there is not optimization technique able to
straightforwardly solve this kind of problem. In order to obtain an approximated solution of this problem, the time
interval T can be discretized in a finite number of time steps tz, which straightforwardly allows formulating a finite
optimization problem. Accordingly, the resulting finite problem can be solved considering the conventional
optimization theory.
The aforementioned reasoning was also used here to take into account the ramp rate limit constraints of the generators.
Then, the resulting optimization model (1)-(5) is solved by using the fmincon function of the optimization toolbox of
Matlab® [34]. This function is based on a Sequential Quadratic Programming optimization algorithm. In addition, the
computational implementation reported in [14] was adopted and extended in this work to solve the OPF problem taking
into account the ramp rate constraints of the generators. The following section shows numerical results.
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VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In order present numerical results, the computational algorithm developed in this work was applied to analyze the
IEEE 3-machine 9-bus test system [35]. The Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the system. In this diagram, the
electric parameters of the network components are given in pu on a base power of 100MVA. The system voltage levels
range from 13.8kV to 230kV. The generators data and ratings are given in Table I; the generator number, lower and
upper active power limits, lower and upper reactive power limits, curve cost coefficients (a, b, and c) [36] and the ramp
rate limits are shown from column 1 to 9, respectively. The limits of the nodal voltage magnitudes are set to
0.95≤Vi ≤1.05 pu. The total active and reactive power demand curves for a time interval T of 23 hrs are illustrated in
Fig.4. It was considered that the power demand change at constant power factor. For the study, 24 time steps tz were
considered with a time step length △t equal to 1hr. For the purposed of this case study, both the active and reactive
total power demand are shared among the three loads connected at nodes 5, 6 and 8, respectively.
The fmincon function is executed to obtain the unified solution of (1)-(5), which provides at once the set of optimal
operating points that satisfy the power demand for the whole set of time steps, minimize the total generation cost,
satisfy the physical and operating limits and the ramp rate limit constraints. The convergence tolerance for the fmincon
function was set to 1x10-6. The columns 2 through 7 of the Table II show the resulting optimal power dispatch
corresponding to the computed 24 operating points, which are illustrated in Fig. 5. Additionally, the associated nodal
voltage magnitudes at nodes Ni (i=1, 2, …, 9) are illustrated in Fig. 6.a. The status of the ramp limit constraint (24) of
the generators for the whole time interval T of interest is illustrated in Fig. 6.b. In this figure, a value of zero means that
the constraint is not active, i.e., the generator operates below of its ramp rate limit. Values of minus one and plus one
indicate that the generator is operating at either its upper or lower ramp rate limit.

Fig. 3. IEEE 3-machine 9-bus test system.
No.
G1
G2
G3

TABLE I. GENERATORS DATA AND R ATINGS
Pgimin(MW) Pgimax(MW) Qgimin(MVAR) Qgimax(MVAR) a ($/hr) B($/MW hr) C($/MW 2 hr)
0
200
-100
150
140
0.020
0.0060
0
150
-100
300
120
0.015
0.0075
0
100
-100
300
800
0.018
0.0070

420

160

400

150

R(MW/hr)
15
25
30

380

140

MVAR

MW

360
340
320

130
120

300

110
280

B)

A)

260
0

5

10

15

20

25

100
0

5

10

Time Step tz

15

20

25

Time Step tz

Fig. 4. Power demand curves: a) Active power and b) Reactive power
TABLE II. ACTIVE AND REACTIVE POWER DISPATCH
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180

Active Power

Reactive Power

Time
step z

G1

G2

G3

G1

G2

G3

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

106.1
97.7
95.3
92.5
91.7
92.8
93.7
95.6
99.8
101.9
105.1
105.1
105.1
102.8
111.8
126.8
141.8
156.8
171.8
173.3
158.3
143.3
128.3

112.8
107
105.1
102.9
102.3
103
103.8
105.4
108.4
109.8
112.2
112.2
112.2
110.7
105
98.9
100
125
150
150
145.2
129
108.2

99.1
92.7
90.7
88.5
87.8
88.6
89.4
91.1
94.3
95.9
98.1
98.1
98.1
96.8
90.7
84.2
78.4
87.7
100
100
100
100
94.1

17.2
12.7
10.8
8.5
7.9
8.5
9.5
11.6
13.8
14.8
16.6
16.6
16.6
15.4
14.5
15.2
18.8
31.1
46
46.6
39.7
30.8
20.1

4.7
0.5
-0.5
-1.7
-2
-1.5
-1.2
-0.6
1.6
2.9
4.3
4.3
4.3
3.5
2.4
1.9
1.4
13.6
24.4
24.7
20.2
13.7
6.1

-15.5
-19.4
-20.1
-20.8
-21
-20.6
-20.5
-20.2
-18.6
-17.7
-16.1
-16.1
-16.1
-17.3
-17.8
-16.8
-12.7
-4.9
7
7.3
3.7
-3.3
-12.8

60

G1
G2
G3

160

G1
G2
G3

40

MVAR

MW

140
120

20
0

100

-20

80

B)

A)

60
0

5

10

15

20

25

-40
0

5

10

15

20

25

Time Step tz

Time Step tz

Fig. 5. Power dispatch: a) Active power and b) Reactive power
1.08

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N8

N9

G1

N1

1.06

P .U

G2

1.04

1
0
-1
0

5

10

15

20

1
0
-1
0

5

10

15

20

1
0
-1
0

5

10

15

20

G3

1.02
1

B)

A)

0.98
0

5

10

15

20

Time Step tz

25

Time Step tz
Fig. 6. Voltage profile and status of ramp limits: a) Nodal voltage magnitudes and b) Status of the ramp rate limit constraints

Based on the above results, the following remarks are stated. The results shows that the power demand curve forecasted
for the time interval T can be satisfied by the generators; otherwise the optimization algorithm would reach an
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unfeasible solution. The Fig. 5 shows that the computed active and reactive power dispatch is in accordance with the
active and reactive power demand curves. Note from Fig. 6.b, however, that in order to economically satisfy the power
demand, the generator G1 must change its activeoutput power level from time step t16 to t20 at its upper ramp rete limit
(upper limit of constraint (24) is active). This generator also changes its active output power level at its lower ramp rate
limit from t22 to t24(lower limit of constraint (24) is active). Similarly, the generator G2 operates at its ramp rate limit
from time step t18 to t20. The generator G3 does not operates at its ramp rate limit along T. The ramp rate limit status
could be corroborated numerically from Table I by subtracting the output power of the i-esim generatorfor two
consecutive time steps. tz and tz-1. With regard to the nodal voltages, the figure 6.a reveals that the voltages have an
important decrease from t16 to t20. This could be also expected, since the reactive power demand importantly increases
during that time interval (see Fig.4.b). We highlight that based on these results, the complex power flow distribution
for the entire network, and the whole interval T, could be readily evaluated.
VII.CONCLUSION
This work presents the extension of a conventional OPF model to consider the ramp rate limit of the generators. The
extended model was solved by using the optimization toolbox of Matlab®. The unified solution of the proposed model
provides a set of optimum steady state operating points that satisfy the forecasted demand curve whilst satisfying the
physical and operating conditions of the power system, as well as the ramp limit constraint of the generators. The value
of the whole set of network variables is known at the solution, such that the nodal voltage level can be verified for the
whole interval T.
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